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The increasing digitization draws through our everyday lives. It provides 
the society with new opportunities, but on the other hand leads to system 
and technology- related risks. Through networking almost all areas of our 
lives, we constantly get more access to digital infrastructures, services 
and data sources with which have daily interaction. These make our lives 
in many aspects easier i.e. in the field of medical care and in the field of 
the development of sustainable energy use. Consequently, data require-
ment and data transfer are increasing dramatically. 

For many businesses, their data is an essential part of their business 
value. Due to technical failure, user error, intrusions or manipulations at 
all times, saved data or even complete systems may collapse, get lost or 
rendered useless. A business depends on availability of its data and on 
client relations. The retention and its presence on the market rely on this 
data. The recoverability of the data in case of a failure or catastrophe 
makes is essential to have data protected against external access, secured 
and outsourced according to the compliance guidelines. However, many 
businesses do not approach the threatening danger with seriousness alt-
hough in Germany, securing data against information loss is required by 
law via an appropriate risk management.

Headlines about ghastly cyber-attacks have been increasing day by day. A 
business interruption can cost a middle- sized company several hundred 
thousand Euros a day. According to research, 70 % of businesses that ex-
perience such a failure or an attack cannot recover their data. This can be 
attributed to inconsistency between different storage systems, technolo-
gies or to a destroyed data record. Yet, it turns out that e.g. many of these 
attacks and failures could have been avoided. On this account, having a 
consistent data security and conservation strategy is essential.

Users who work from home in different locations or who work mobile need 
to access the data of the company. To be able to do this they need an ac-
cess which is not only fast and stable but also a secure connection. Many 
of the businesses put in a VPN solution (Virtual Private Network). Users 
often complain about a series of problems by putting in such solutions. 
Software that is difficult or even impossible to be integrated by the user, 
inconvenient hardware or even annoying connections are just a few of the 
challenges. They couple the mobile workstation with the too protected 
corporate network. The LAN-LAN coupling of a client from an insecure 
environment into a protected network, however, causes many difficulties 
during installation and later in operation.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES – NEW SOLUTIONS 

Since a compromise had to be always undertaken with conventional VPN 
solutions, sayTEC AG has taken all the suggestions of customers into con-
sideration while developing sayTRUST Secure Access. The outcome of this 
development is an encoded communication technology as a new tool which 
bares both high security and easy usage: „VPSC (Virtual Protected Secure 
Communication)“.

The solution is made up of a server and a client component in the form of 
a USB stick, an SD card or an app. The server can be used as an appliance 
or as software (also virtualized). With this technology, sayTRUST Secu-
re Access provides a secure working environment, secure, flexible and 
user-friendly communication without LAN-LAN coupling. Thus, a secure 
access even without installation of software (plug and play) from any PC is 
possible.

In contrast to VPN technologies, the security mechanisms are already 
deployed before the communication tunnel. This is enabled through the 
coordinated use of multiple interlocking security levels (Defence in Depth). 
Thus, data and network are protected with highest degree. The multi-laye-
red defence system minimizes the risks and opportunities for intrusion 
exponentially compared to VPN solutions. Should it be still possible for 
a hacker, to bring down the security barriers (see mapping 1), so will the 
access through the further security levels prevented. Only if all interlocking 
and security levels dependant on each other are passed through the secure 
communication will be established.

Below are the security stages divided into three security blocks:

Security block 1: Security through clear personal identification
Security block 2: Connection security through Defence in Depth
Security block 3: Security through network access control  

Illustration 1
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The Connection Security (VPSC)

Before the sayTRUST Access Client is activated on a PC or a notebook, the 
user‘s identity is first checked in several stages:

1.  The VPSC communication client checks the possibility of access to 
local, mobile or remote applications and resources in process memo-
ry by means of the Certificate Authority (CA) of the sayTRUST server 
created 2048 bits user certificate. Thus, only allowed applications 
are tunnelled. Applications that are not allowed are blocked. Before, 
whether a communication with the to be protected resources (Appli-
cations, Server, Network, etc.) arises, depends on the user certificate.  

2.  Personalized, client and server-side Perfect Forward Secrecy Key 
(PPFS) for the communication between the sayTRUST Client and 
sayTRUST Access Server is negotiated. The newly generated key, user 
certificate dependant, which is known neither by the client nor by 
the server up to that moment is then used for communication. 

3.  Thereby, the socket of the application is directly started from the 
access memory of the client’s computer and the connection to the 
protected network / resource is tunnelled. 
 

Virtual Private Secure Communication (VPSC) 
 

The client PC may be in an insecure environment and thus constitutes the 
weakest link in the communication chain. Unlike traditional VPN techno-
logies, VPSC technology the client’s PC is not a member of the protected 
network. The VPSC connection established through the sayTRUST access 
takes place at the application level. Information of the protected network 
will not be stored on the Client’s computer and are therefore will neither 
on the client’s computer nor on the link be visible. Should the connection 
be ended, no information will remain on the client’s computer.

Illustration 2
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Easy, fast and flexible installation and use

sayTRUST Secure Access is very easy to use  
(see illustration 3):

• After plugging in the USB-Access Client (1), the personal identification 
(2) takes place at first.

• After successful identification, the sayTRUST menu (3) starts.
• User and network-specific information is created and managed in 

memory.
• After finishing the communication, these are deleted, there are no 

traces left on the PC.

Communication via sayTRUST 
• requires no software installation on the Client’s PC, 
• no installation and configuration of virtual network card
• plug and play useable

 
It is useful in flexibility for applications which

• are installed remotely and locally,
• are located within application farms and/or
• are set up mobile on the sayTRUST USB Access Client 

The user menu is simple, intuitive to operate. The comfort
for the user is significantly increased by

• Password manager for Single Sign On (SSO)
• Document Control
• File transfer and file synchronization
• Encryption Tool
• Front ended for virtual and published applications
• Integration for VoIP Telephony and much more  

Illustration 3
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The Defence in Depth-Security begins before the Client’s computer with a unique 
identification and preparation of resources according to user or group permissi-
ons. Multiple interlocking security levels for the communication control a secure 
communication targeted directly from the client’s computer.

The Encryption Process (cipher)

The encryption of the sayTRUST communication between client and server is 
based on SSL with X.509 certificates and TLS 1.3 using the implementation of 
OpenSSL in the current version. All platforms and versions are provided with a 
specific translation of this encryption software library. 

The requirement for the SSL encrypted and secured transmission of user data is 
a positive X.509 CA server and client certificate authentication. The audit of the 
client and server certificate does not authorize any CA certificates from public 
or external certification authorities, but only the CA certificate of the respective 
sayTRUST installation. In this respect, the certificates and their keys are genera-
ted exclusively on the sayTRUST server using random numbers (on Linux: only / 
dev / random and no / dev / urandom). The user data is encoded and transmit-
ted through the symmetric encryption process AES with 256 Bit key length. The 
key generated for this is mediated via Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS / FS) using 
the Diffie-Hellman algorithm. 

The transportation security (Hashing) for both the set-in X.509 certificates and 
user data enable SHA in the secure version with 256 or 384 Bits. The asymme-
tric encryption as well as the signing are from OpenSSL performed using X.509 
certificates based on the RSA algorithm with the key length of 2048 bits.
 
The user data is encoded and unaltered transmitted. All already familiar attacks 
including Man-in-the Middle-Attacks are thus repelled. The authentication of the 
users is made password-free on the server side via the X.509 client certificate 
serial of the respective X.509 client certificate. On the client side, by default, 
the client certificate is encrypted only with password protection. The certifica-
te distribution for Windows systems is powered by a manual download of the 
communication software with the appropriate certificate or via the sayTRUST 
distribution software and can be executed immediately on the client.
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The Distribution of the Certifi cate for Mobile Devices (Smartphones, Tablets) 
is as follows: 

The client concerned can obtain the certifi cate via the software distribution 
system or can download it manually. Here a X.509 Certifi cate of sayTEC is 
obtained, which ensures a secure connection on sayTEC certifi cate distribution 
systems (see CA verifi cation above). The client requests via this connection for 
his sayTRUST installation of the X.509 CA certifi cate, which has been deposited 
here in advance by the operator of the sayTRUST installation. Since this doesn’t 
constitute any secret information, the client doesn’t need to identify himself 
by a client certifi cate. Now the client can establish a secure connection to the 
relevant sayTRUST installation (see CA verifi cation above). Also here is no client 
certifi cate required, as the server identifi es itself to the client fi rst by the CA 
verifi cation of the server certifi cate and the client identifi es himself in a sub-
sequent step via his access data to the server. By providing his username and 
password, the client can recall his certifi cate. 

sayTRUST Access User Manual and 
Expansions

Easy usage
The user menu makes the usage of the working en-
vironment and operation simpler. Not relevant to the 
client’s computer, does the user get his/her own wor-
king environment. Contents and presentation can be 
designed and managed centrally by the administrator 
or individually by the user. 

Password manager for SSO
The password manager enables another easiness in 
usage. Users need to register only once in order to be 
able to use the services. All passwords are hosted in 
the password data bank and then depending on the 
access right these are patched into relative areas. 

Secure-Shares-Copy fi les for File Transfer and Syn-
chronization 
Copying and synchronization huge amounts of data 
and documents with the sayTRUST Secure- Share- Di-
rectory. The programme starts copying jobs simulta-
neously so that the copying process can be allocated 
from the last location even after a connection failure.
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Thereby the copying process checks whether the data 
is available identically in the targeted location and 
exclusively copies data which are changed or put in 
newly. In order to ensure that the copying process 
was successful, a MD5 Hash-File can be generated. 

Portable Apps
Making mobile apps such as mail, phone client or 
offi  ce application available on the USB Access client 
for online as well as offl  ine usage. 

Website
Saves and manages frequently used internet addres-
ses and enables the usage through the web browser 
installed on the computer with SayTRUST Access or 
through the one on the guest computer.    

Microsoft and/or Citrix Usage Forms
Provides and manages Citrix and Microsoft usage 
forms and enables the mobile usage even without a 
preinstalled receiver. 

sayTRUST Encyption Tool 
The Encryption Tool provides a simple user interface 
for the administration and integration of the encoded 
container. 
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sayTRUST Access Components

sayTRUST Access Server VPST appliance variants

Execution/ 
Range of Functions 

sayTRUST Access 
VPST Appliance Basic

sayTRUST Access  
VPST Appliance Professional

sayTRUST Access  
VPST Appliance Enterprise

Display

Operating System VPST Server Basic VPST Server Professional VPST Server Enterprise

Remote VPST-Licenses in Delivery Scope 5 5 5

Max. Number of VPST-Connections 25 250 unlimited

Number of obtained Licences  5 5 5

Upgradable no yes yes

Mobile Device Options no no yes

High Availability Option (HA) no no optional

VoIP-Options no no yes

sayTRUST Access Server VPSC Appliance Varianten

Execution/ 
Range of Functions 

sayTRUST Access 
VPSC Appliance Basic

sayTRUST Access  
VPSC Appliance Professional

sayTRUST Access  
VPSC Appliance Enterprise

Display

Operating System VPSC Server Basic VPSC Server Professional VPSC Server Enterprise

Remote VPST-Licenses in Delivery Scope 5 5 5

Max. Number of VPST-Connections 25 250 unlimited

Number of obtained Licences  4 8 4 x fibreglass, 12 x copper

Upgradable no yes yes

Mobile Device Options no no yes

High Availability Option (HA) no no yes

VoIP-Options no no yes
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sayTRUST Access Client Varianten

Execution/ 
Range of Functions 

Software Client USB-Client
Biometric  
USB Client

Biometric Micropro-
cessor USB Client

Display

Security Stages for Identification 2 2 3 3

Security stages for Remote-Access 3 3 3 3

Authentication Chip - - - x

Biometrics - - x x

Password for Biometrics - - x x

Hardware encoding - - x x

Hardware encoding depth - - AES 256 AES 256

User Certificate x x x x

PIN for User Certificat x x x x

Copy Safety for certificate x x x x

sayTRUST User Menu x x x x

sayTRUST Access biometric USB-Client with micro process-based Verification 

• Biometrically secure Micro chip
• Firmly integrated AES (256-Bit) on the Micro chip
• The Platform works independently
• Requires no installation of any software
• No trace is left on the computer
• Independent storage microchips for the biometric verification 
• Secures comfortably all sensitive data whether personal or business
• Multi staged authentication, independent from the PC Platform 
• Integrated secure PIN entry for various functions (optional)
• Fingerprint is only saved on the device not on the server
• Merely after a successful biometric fingerprint recognition, is the USB-Disc-unit in the operation 

system visible and an AES (256-Bit) in the encoded Flash-Storage is available. 


